Software Developer (m/f/x) Open Source Integrations (Remote or on-site)

As a software developer you will work on further developing and updating our open source integrations for various tools that are used every day to create thousands of new virtual servers on our platform.

At https://github.com/hetznercloud you can take a first look at the open-source projects that you will be working on every day. Via GitHub issues, you will communicate with customers and external developers, and you will take interesting contributions into account. You are comfortable with tools such as Terraform and Ansible, well informed about their latest developments, and you will update our integrations accordingly.

Very important are also our various Kubernetes integrations (e.g. CSI Driver and Cloud Controller Manager). You will update them with additional functions and new features for our cloud platform. Entirely in line with our motto „the right tool for the job”, we trust in modern technologies but don’t follow every latest trend. We provide a well-documented REST-API for our customers and as member of our backend team, you will constantly work with and on this. After all, we know the importance of the right tooling for developers and continuously work on improving it.

Our stack in keywords: Python, Go, Kubernetes, Terraform and Ansible

Your skills

» Extensive experience in programming, ideally in Python and Go
» Experience with Linux
» You pay high attention to a clean and clear code (DRY, KISS) and automated testing
» You are reliable, independent, and open-minded
» You update existing documentation and add content
» You have a good command of English and strong communication skills

What you will work on

Our product
hetzner.de/cloud

Our public API
docs.hetzner.cloud

Open source
github.com/hetznercloud
Our benefits

- Flat hierarchies
  You can expect a fun team with a pleasant work atmosphere.

- Pick your kit
  Whether PC, Mac or Linux. We provide you with it.

- Work from home
  We’re flexible and open to you working remotely.

- Flexible working hours
  Except for our core working hours, you can arrange your own working hours.

- Attractive remuneration
  We also value your work financially.

- Public transport ticket
  We cover the cost of public transport tickets.

- Working environment
  We have a modern air-conditioned office, with height-adjustable desks, and no open plan.

- All-round care
  Free drinks and snacks are available in our office kitchen.

- Relax
  Take a break, loosen up, and play a round of table football.

Who we are

In partnership with Hetzner Online, we develop and operate the Hetzner Cloud. In doing so, we use modern technologies and strive to optimize work process. We develop innovative solutions in the area of cloud, hosting and highly dynamic infrastructures.

How to apply

Applying is quick and uncomplicated:
Send us an email to jobs@hetzner-cloud.de
You will receive feedback from us as soon as possible.

Contact

Hetzner Cloud GmbH
Isabelle Gut
Feringastrasse 12A
85774 Unterfohring (Germany)
Tel.: +49 89 381690 152
www.hetzner-cloud.de